
go4peace-2020 
let go and let it happen! 
 

It's Thursday, July 23rd, 2020, and we have been working fever-

ishly over the past few days to prepare the technology for the 

go4peace camp 2020 

in the Holy Family 

Community Center in 

Kamen. In times of 

Corona we will be 

only a small group of 

10 young people under the conditions of "social distancing". 

Everything else will take place in many places in Europe - net-

worked through internet conferences in the morning and in the 

evening. Let go and let it happen! 

 

It's just before 9 in the 

morning. We've been to-

gether for the first time in 

our go4peace steering 

group for a good hour 

now. Besides Bernhard, 

Heinrich and me, the "old 

hands", Artemida and 

Paulina, Pascal, Niko and Max have come. Late in the evening 

Valentina and Teja from Slovenia will join us. They had already 
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booked "before Corona" and can come 

now that the travel restrictions within 

the EU have been lifted again. 

Two studio corners have been set up in 

the large hall of the parish center. One - 

with a bar table and the colourful 

go4peace logo - for the moderation of 

the two daily internet meetings, the 

other one for interviews and music re-

cordings with a comfortable sofa. Three 

cameras are set up in front of the two scenes and behind them 

Bernhard and Heinrich sit at two tables - surrounded by many 

cables, laptops - with headphones as technicians. They use the 

Internet to network all the young people who have otherwise 

met live in the camps and got to know each other better in 

workshops of the most colourful kind. Let go and let it happen! 
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We look at the 3 by 4 meter large screen, which is the formative 

instrument in the whole room. The Internet conference is 

opened. At first we only see the faces of our technicians on the 

screen, but then more and more windows from all over Europe 

open. Artemida, who comes from Albania and has worked as a 

volunteer in Kamen for a year, has taken over the morning 

moderation. With her friendly manner she welcomes everyone 

who joins in timidly. "Good morning Gintare in Lithuania!" we 

hear. We look into the beaming face of a young Lithuanian 

woman who was in Kamen a year ago for the opening of the 

Renovabis Pentecost campaign "Learning is Life" and then in 

the camp in Brno. Since then she has been on fire for go4peace. 

When we ask when she will meet her group of 21 young people, 

she looks a little worriedly into the camera. A Corona suspicion 

has arisen in her group and so all young people have to undergo 

a test. It is not yet clear how the go4peace camp in Lithuania 

will continue. Let go and let it happen! 

 

While we are experiencing this, the next ones are already join-

ing us: Edita, Nikoll, Donika, David and Franё from Kosovo, 

Mihaela, Lenart, Matej, Marko and Urša from Slovenia, Amela 

from Austria, Anna and Marta from Poland, Simon from Nor-

way, Mihajil from Serbia, Minja and Šimo from Bosnia and Her-

zegovina, Tomaš, Hanka and Anežka from the Czech Republic, 

Alexander from Germany, Rikardo from Albania, Sergii from the 

Ukraine, later there will be Agata from the Netherlands and 

many others in the mentioned countries. "Did you sleep well?" 

is heard by almost everyone as an introductory question and on 
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their faces you can read that the joy of being connected is def-

initely stronger than the tiredness. After all, it's holidays and 

everyone is motivated to get up before 9 a.m. to experience the 

virtual meeting. 

How happy we are that the operating temperature of Rikardo 

in Albania is already relatively high, because he has taken on 

the part of getting the whole group moving with small morning 

animations. This is how the animation "fruit salad" gets the day 

off to a good start. All participants are assigned certain fruits. 

The bananas go to Norway and Germany, the apples to Austria 

and Slovenia, the pears to Albania and Poland, the kiwi to the 

Ukraine and the honey that is added to the salad at the end is 

for everyone. Rikardo starts to tell a story and as soon as the 

individual fruits appear, the participants have to get up and turn 

around - in the case of honey, this applies to the whole group. 

There is a lot of laugh-

ing and joking, but af-

ter a good 5 minutes 

there is movement in 

every window on the 

big screen and much 

laughter can be 

heard. 

 

The soul of each one is now well prepared to receive a short 

thought from the Gospel of the day. It is time for the motto. On 

this first day we start with the motto "Open your heart! - "Open 

your heart!" into the day.  I am impressed by the intimate at-
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tention of the listeners, which can also be felt in this digital en-

counter. While our band plays live music, all the thoughts that 

have been brought in resonate.  When the music ends, I see 

how many of the young people form a heart with their two 

hands. The mutuality of love has already begun. Then there are 

a few technical and organisational tips before we start the day 

in the different countries. 

With this we finish the first internet meeting. In the big hall of 

our parish center applause is breaking out. The "camp in Corona 

format" has begun. The young people have jumped up in the 

new way from 13 different European countries. We let this joy 

flow into the daily mass in the morning after the impulse in the 

community center and then it's our turn to understand how 

things should continue, because also regarding the daily struc-

ture in our group nothing is as usual. Let go and let it happen! 

 

The small 

band starts 

to rehearse 

songs. At 

the same 

time, the 

idea is born 

to not only 

rehearse 

well-known songs, but also to write one of their own. Which 

title do you think it will have? That is already clear to the music 

group. The dinner is organized and then soon we will start to 

create a good evening program with the two moderators for 
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the evening - Paulina and Niko. The groups are invited to upload 

photos, experiences and small videos into a cloud. The material 

arriving daily is prepared and processed by the two technicians. 

Niko always arrives around 13 o'clock, because he works after 

work before. So it is important to get him immediately into the 

flow of life in the camp. Paulina will travel to Poland for four 

days during the camp for a wedding. Valentina and Teja will 

only be there from Friday morning. Pascal will not be able to be 

there for one day. So the motto here is always the same: Let go 

and let it happen! 

 

During lunch, there is a deep conversation about the topic of 

"identity". Arte-

mida, who has 

been in Germany 

for a year now, 

comes from Alba-

nia. She was bap-

tised during the 

camp in Koszalin 

in 2018. Her wish is to find a future in Germany. - Who am I? 

Pascal has his roots in Poland, he loves this country dearly, but 

he also knows how to deal critically with different tendencies in 

his homeland. He lives in Germany, but would like to have two 

citizenships. - Who am I? Niko's roots also go to Poland without 

him having learned the Polish language in his family. He should 

be completely rooted in Germany. He experiences his family as 

a real patchwork family. He has just finished a bachelor's de-

gree in psychology, now it is time to understand the next step. 
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- Who am I? This topic will remain a virulent one, also in many 

individual conversations during the camp. Let go and let it hap-

pen! 

 

Before lunch at noon we invited all participants of the network 

to pray a prayer for peace in their countries and to have a short 

time-out. So we gathered in the parish center for the midday 

bell-ringing and prayed: 

“Lord, make me an instrument of your peace 

Where there is hatred, let me sow love, 

Where there is injury, pardon, 

Where there is doubt, faith, 

Where there is despair, hope, 

Where there is darkness, light, 

And where there is sadness, joy. 

 

O Divine Master, grant that I may 

Not so much seek to be consoled as to console, 

To be understood, as to understand, 

To be loved, as to love. 

 

For it is in giving that we receive, 

And it's in pardoning that we are pardoned, 

And it's in dying that we are born to Eternal Life. 

Amen.” 

 

A lot of photos and videos had already arrived from Slovenia in 

the early afternoon of the first day. We saw how the Slovenian 
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group was active in three places in their country. In Maribor, 

Kranj and Ljubljana. A young Jesuit named Marko had joined 

them, a real gift. Photos 

told us how the young peo-

ple renovated playground 

equipment in a kindergar-

ten (all the paints and 

brushes had been donated 

to the group free of charge 

by a company!), how they 

helped an old man to reno-

vate his apartment and 

how they tore down an old wooden barrack and rebuilt it for a 

homeless person. And in every face a deep joy! Marko told 

about the old man whose flat had been renovated. "At first we 

didn't even know each other and were a bit uncertain. But we 

lived the motto and opened our hearts. The man's heart fell so 

quickly to us that the evening we said goodbye, he asked us in 

tears if we would come and see him again sometime." The pro-

gram for our evening show was quickly put together. Besides 

photos, film sequences and reports of experiences from the 

countries, great music was presented, "worshipping and more". 

And always new the question about small experiences with the 

word. "I was really jittery before the first moderation in the 

morning", Artemida told us, "the motto helped me a lot to dare. 

I simply opened my heart to everyone who was visible on the 

big screen and so a dynamic came into the meeting that I am 

really happy now." 
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Mihalea, who had come live from her car in the morning with 

her small group to be connected with us, told us in the evening: 

"I was in the group where we tore down the small hut. Next to 

me there were only young men in the group. As soon as I did 

some challenging physical work, they wanted to take it off my 

hands and said, 'Let's do this, you don't have to do that! But I 

also wanted to do some manual labor. I remembered the motto 

and opened my heart to the outside and became a little ener-

getic. I said to the guys: 'Now let me do it too. I want to do that 

too, because don't think that we women are too weak for that! 

And then I helped take down the roof of the hut." With a smile 

she added: "And I think the boys were quite impressed!" Let go 

and let it happen! 

 

When I saw the radiance of Mihaela on the screen, my thoughts 

wandered back. Only a few 

weeks ago she had con-

tacted me and felt a little 

overwhelmed with the task 

of animating and leading 

the three small groups in 

Slovenia. That is why she 

had asked a priest if he 

could join in. Now she did 

not know what role this 

priest should play. So we 

had met via Internet for 

over an hour. We began to 

talk about the mystery of the Church, which lives in many small 
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cells - networked all over the world. And in each cell, I let 

Mihaela understand, Jesus wants to live - Jesus in the midst of 

His own. That is the most important thing. Jesus wants to have 

many "mobile churches" all over the world, networked with 

each other and thus leaven for all humanity. "And to live this 

mystery of a living cell, you have everything" I made Mihaela 

understand. More and more she discovered that cells can live 

without a full-time person from the church. Just the day before 

this conversation, we had sent all the camp participants of this 

year the booklet that had just been published "pretty colourful 

and stormy as well".  

The second chapter of this book was about this very discovery 

of how we can live to keep Je-

sus on board all the time. I 

told Mihalea about the five 

tools described there, namely 

(1) to do the words Jesus gave 

us in the Gospel, (2) to offer 

space to Jesus in mutual love, 

(3) to learn to pay attention to what I feel in my heart, (4) to live 

moments of truth, (5) and to discover our own way in confiden-

tial dialogue. Since Mihaela had not yet received the booklet, 

she wrote down all these little suggestions. The young woman, 

who at the beginning still seemed completely worried, was sud-

denly really happy. I smiled and asked her, "Can you feel how 

happy you are?" - "Yes!" she called out to me in German, even 

though we had spoken in English. "You know, Mihaela, this is 

Jesus among the two of us right now, who puts this joy in your 

heart. You have experienced Him again and again in the camps 
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you have been to. He is the one you followed. Just make sure 

that He always finds space in your group and can be on board. 

Then you have everything you need!" With this confidence she 

had started into the camp. Let go and let it happen! 

 

The first days of the 

camp - until the week-

end - were full of activi-

ties and life. In Poland 

Andrzej had organized a 

great go4peace week-

end in Kołobrzeg. The 

Polish youngsters were 

out and about in canoes 

and had wanted to clean a river of rubbish. But probably an-

other group had done that before, so they had hardly found any 

trash. We had to laugh heartily. 

 

Two groups had formed in Al-

bania. In Shkodra, 28 young 

people, along with Rikardo, Sis-

ter Rita and Sister Giystina, set 

out for various activities. They 

had played with children in Fer-

mentim, restored two apart-

ments, promoted a project on 

oral hygiene, cooked and 

brought a warm meal for more 

than 100 Roma and Sinti and 
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left for a meeting in the mountains of Albania on Sunday at Fё. 

On Saturday evening, together with Archbishop Massafra and 

Sister Rita, they had reflected on the steps to be taken to im-

plement the encyclical "Laudato si" in their own lives. 

In Tirana, the Mraja sisters Elona and Emanuela, who now live 

there, had joined forces and developed joint go4peace activi-

ties. Together with Regjina from the Women's Focolar in Tirana, 

they had set off for a small village in the mountains where chil-

dren had to live under miserable conditions. They had spent a 

whole day sharing and playing with them and had brought 

some food. Of course, at the end of the day, the children asked: 

"When are you coming back?" On Sunday, the group around 

Elona and Emi, which Mariaklelia from Shkodra and two others 

had joined, had organized an art workshop in the mountains 

outside Tirana. As they talked at the meetings in the evening, 

the joy in their hearts was more than evident. They too had 

made the experience: "With Jesus in our midst we have the 

light we need for our ways! With Him among us we are leaven 

for our city!" 

The Lithuanian girl had 

tested positive for the 

Covid19 virus. So the whole 

group was quarantined for 

14 days. They had sent us 

photos of all participants. 

We quickly printed them 

out and formed a heart 

from these photos. When 

we showed this at the meeting in the evening, Gintare, Evelina 
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and Sonata, who had joined from Lithuania, had tears in their 

eyes. They felt that they were not left alone in this difficult sit-

uation. On the contrary! We had taken them especially into our 

hearts. Let go and let it happen! 

"How can I experience 'Jesus in the midst' if I can't believe in 

Jesus?" This question was asked by a 

young man, Amela, who had come to 

Vienna from Graz with two other stu-

dents to live with a small group of 

go4peace. The two had spoken for a 

long time.  The young man had noticed 

the special atmosphere in the group 

that attracted him. The hidden God, 

who cannot be named but can be experienced with the senses 

of the soul, had touched him with his mild light. From then on 

he was present at every internet meeting. 

And then came the second week. Many activities of the first 

week were done. So there was more time to involve the many 

individual participants more in the program. They were faith-

fully present at every meeting, Marta and Anna, Agnieszka from 

Poland, Agata currently in the Netherlands, Sergii from Ukraine, 

Simon from Trondheim, Sonata from Lithuania, Edita and David, 

Frane and Nikoll from Kosovo, Tomas, Anežka, Terezka and 

Maruška from the Czech Republic and many more... 

 

But somehow our group in Kamen needed more food for the 

new week. The booklet "pretty colourful and stormy as well" 

came to our minds. Now we had to work with it, also for the 
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many go4peacler in the countries. But how? Let go and let it 

happen! 

 

The 5 tools that can help to "keep Jesus in the boat" were of-

fered. We decided to 

take one tool every 

day, discover it, 

deepen it and then 

present it to the young 

people at the evening 

meeting on the net. 

No sooner said than 

done! 

 

We started on Monday with the first tool: "Do as Jesus tells you 

to do!" The access was not difficult, since all participants were 

already used to live with the words of Jesus day by day and mak-

ing experiences with them. For this day Madleen and Leander 

had announced themselves. They wanted to do a church intern-

ship. To get started, they were given the 

task of taking part in a small video, the 

content of which was about the first tool. 

I had written a directing text that they 

had learned well. So the shooting could 

start immediately. It was a lively cooper-

ation. We invited them to lunch. Both 

gladly agreed. In the following days they 

came back again and again as soon as 

their time allowed. "I couldn't even imagine what go4peace is 
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and that's why I didn't want to participate. But now I feel what 

it is and what spirit lives among us. Now I belong to it some-

how!" I heard Madleen say at the end of the days.   

On Wednesday of the week I left with Artemida for Al-

tenhundem to visit the go4peace group with Alexander in the 

"Youth Spiritual Center Tabor". We had planned to discover the 

third tool and develop an idea ready for presentation for the 

evening. "Say what you feel in your heart!" - "Speak from your 

heart!" was the tool and thus our task. 

 

"What is this tool actually all about?" Artemida asked me. We 

read the text from the booklet and I explained to her how im-

portant it is to perceive what I 

have in my heart, in my “an-

ima”... Artemida did not under-

stand. I tried it a second and 

third time, somehow we could-

n't find our way into the soul of 

this tool. Then we arrived at the 

go4peace group in the Sauerland 

and found there a wonderful 

lively group. A peace reminder 

was just painted, rooms were 

designed and decorated, a Sau-

erland bench was created and angel wings were applied to a 

house wall, so that everyone who stood in front of it became 

an angel. After an enriching encounter we continued our jour-

ney. Again the tool came into view. Artemida told us: "Last 
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night I was really angry with myself!" I asked. "Yes, I had forgot-

ten the house key of my host family and nobody was at home, 

so I had to wait almost two hours until midnight. But then I sat 

in the garden and thought about a lot of things, because I didn't 

want to be just mad!" 

 

"Whoopee! That's it!" it went through my mind. "Do you realize 

that anger has completely taken over and blocked your soul. 

"You have perceived it and given it space. And then you found 

a very simple way 

to become aware 

of the feeling and 

its power and 

somehow to say 

goodbye to it again! 

Suddenly we had 

the clarity. We dis-

covered three small 

steps with which this tool could be described in an understand-

able way: "Notice that there is something moving your heart! 

(1) - Find your personal way to give space to this feeling in you! 

(2) - Say this feeling to yourself, better still: Say it in your little 

boat team, not to solve it, but only to share it (3)... When we 

were back in Kamen, we had the evening presentation clear and 

the young people could easily pass it on to the young people in 

the countries. 

The next day we faced the next tool: "Find moments of truth!" 

The three of us sat outside a kindergarten in the sun. Now how 

should this tool be displayed? Niko's idea: Let's just make such 
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a moment of truth. The lot fell on me. Niko and Artemida were 

a little perplexed if they were to tell me, who is almost 35 years 

older than them, from the attitude of a true love, how and 

where I could still go on and grow. It succeeded very well and I 

felt well understood. Then in the second round it was time to 

say where God's plan already shimmered completely through 

me. It became paradisiacal moments. "Now I have understood 

what such a moment of truth is" I heard Niko say and so they 

could pass it on to the others in the evening. 

The evening before the last day had come. Auxiliary bishop 

Manfred Grothe joined us from Paderborn. He came for dinner. 

With cheese and bread we immediately got into conversation. 

A deep exchange relaxed. "What keeps you at Jesus' side?" he 

asked the young participants. Each one gave his partly very per-

sonal answer. Artemida then explained to him how the se-

quence of events of the up-

coming Internet meeting 

had developed throughout 

the day and who would 

probably join from where in 

a few moments. Tensely he 

sat down in the control 

room. Over 25 stations were 

connected with over 100 young people from 13 nations. Today 

was the 5th tool in the series "Find your way in confidential di-

alogue!” The importance of spiritual guidance came into view. 

Three participants told what it meant for them not to have to 

find their way alone, but to be accompanied. Then Teja read the 

text from the booklet and Artemida read the story of Samuel's 
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vocation. Old Eli had helped Samuel to understand the call of 

God. 

There was a deep meditative awareness among all. Jesus in the 

midst. In the end Auxiliary Bishop Grothe gave his blessing to 

all. He remained deeply moved for another 10 minutes. This is 

like the European Parliament, he said jokingly. You have here 

all the countries together. And it's really as if they were here, 

very close and very much alive. A real and living way of being 

church. I feel that the old slogan "Jesus yes - church no", that's 

not possible! Jesus is among you / us and that is church! As he 

drove, I had tears in my eyes, because I felt as if after 25 years 

of waiting, he had blessed this way go4peace. Very simple and 

plain, unobtrusive, networked with all of Europe. Let go and let 

it happen! 
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As I lay on the bed in the 

evening - exhausted but 

happy - an inner image 

came to my mind again, 

which had been given to 

me last year during the 

holidays in Valais. While 

praying in a Mass after re-

ceiving Communion, I had 

the impression of seeing stars in the sky with my eyes closed. I 

was amazed. I closed my eyes again. There were seven stars. 

And then I had the impression that these seven stars were con-

nected by red lines - the great chariot. My heart was deeply 

moved. God wanted to tell me something. Places - far away 

from each other - shining brightly in the white light - Jesus in 

their midst - connected with each other by the Spirit of Love. 

Rita had painted this picture into the booklet without knowing 

about my inner picture. And this picture had been fulfilled in 

these days in go4peace-Camp2020. 

On 27.11.1975 Chiara Lubich had told the inhabitants of Lop-

piano: 

 

"What struck me most, 

as I deepened this reality of 'Jesus in the midst', 

is that few people are enough, 

that he may be among them, two or three (cf. Mt 18:20) 

And wherever he is, he brings forth the work, 

to whom he became man, came to earth: the church. 

This has kindled in me a fervent passion,  
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to build him thousands, thousands upon thousands, even millions of 

churches. 

Not buildings made of stones, 

but 'churches' of two or more people, 

who are united in his name, all over the world... 

This Jesus in the midar of such 'mobile' churches, 

that can reach every corner of the earth, 

will surely be the soul of tomorrow's world...” 

Jesus in 

the midst 

of His 

own, we 

were al-

lowed to 

touch 

Him, net-

worked 

through-

out Eu-

rope, in 

Sarajevo and Altenhundem, in Mostar and Vilnius, in Kołobrzeg 

and Osová Bitýška, in Shkodёr and Klinё, in Ferizaj and Trond-

heim, in Kiev and Tirana, in Vienna and Ljubljana, in Graz and 

Hodonin, in Pristina and Novi Sad, in Gjakovё and Kamen ... 

 

When I look back today, a week after the camp, I can say: we 

have been guided. Jesus in our midst was and remains our way. 

He helped us to start a new stage of the go4peace network. Let 

go and let it happen! Many reactions testify to this: 
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"One evening Alexander 

called me and told me 

about his idea to partici-

pate in the virtual 

go4peace camp and to 

combine this with the 

renovation of the rooms 

in Lennestadt, which 

was always planned anyway. Actually, I'm not particularly spon-

taneous and rather anxious when I can't plan and evaluate ac-

tions exactly, but since I've already experienced so many posi-

tive things with TABOR and the motto "Just do it!" from the 

Young Mission Weekend came to my mind, I agreed to partici-

pate on the phone. And I'm very happy about this decision. 

     Laura from Germany 

 

"It was stirring to see the joy of 

many participants. Even though 

each of us was in a different place 

and under different conditions, I 

still felt a strong connection, some-

thing that is hard to say but can be 

experienced. I felt that Jesus was 

among us. We were connected in 

mutual love. I experienced again a 

new community in which everyone 

is accepted without distinction. 

Everyone can belong to this com-

munity. Jesus is the one who connects our hearts in this way 
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and leads us to wonderful experiences in our lives. As if during 

the camp the life of each of us deepened and became more ful-

filling. We had the courage to do this. We motivated each 

other." 

    Tomaš from Czech Republic 

 

"Start again" is the wish of many people in a certain moment of 

their life, and this was also one of the best mottos of this year's 

go4peace camp, which was virtually organized due to Corona. 

We couldn't shake hands and 

hold each other in our arms, 

but we were able to do the 

most important thing, which 

was to read the gospel and 

share the experiences. I come 

from Kosovo, and we were not 

able to organize anything in 

our country because of the 

early second corona wave that 

took place here. But Fr. 

Meinolf gave us the chance to 

be part of the camp. I had to 

stay in the house all day because of Corona, but being part of 

go4peace made our situation much easier. To hear about the 

actions of others and the workshops that were prepared and 

held in other countries touched me very much. Again and again 

I felt the presence of God among us. This simply made me feel 

alive and infinitely grateful and filled me with a deep joy. My 
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days became better by living with the mottos and began to ap-

preciate the small beautiful moments that God gives us always 

anew." 

      Edita from Kosovo 

 

„I wish I could have been part of an actually organized group 

this time, but unfortunately the circumstances this year are 

"special" for everyone. So I was there alone - sitting in front of 

my laptop. I just wanted to warmly congratulate you for making 

it happen. I'm pretty sure it was even more difficult than a real 

physical camp, but you did it and you were great. Your commit-

ment to it and the way you put your hearts into it is literally a 

new inspiration to me personally. I thank you for always radiat-

ing so much positive energy and I thank you for giving us exam-

ples of how to live our lives from our faith and how to continue 

to give this love to others.”  

     Simon from Kosovo 

 

"What I take away from this camp 

is that despite different perspec-

tives and world views, common 

ground can be found as long as we 

are open to the others. It is im-

portant not to approach other peo-

ple with a preconceived opinion, 

but to listen to others with an open 

heart. If we succeed in this, then we will find more and more 

into a real peace." 

     Amela, actually Austria 
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"This year I had the opportunity to organize and live go4peace 

with young people 

from my home coun-

try Albania. Although 

I couldn't do all the 

things I love about 

the international 

camps, this year was 

a great opportunity 

to discuss topics that are important for our country. We worked 

together in different workshops and made other people happy. 

Despite all the daily challenges, we have this power! We also 

became aware again how much we love our culture, the songs, 

the dances, the traditions etc. It was wonderful to see all the 

groups via internet in the evening and to share our experiences 

from all over Europe. All in all, this was once again an oppor-

tunity to remind ourselves that together we can work wonders! 

     Rikardo from Albania 

 

"'Be completely 

there!" has become 

a very important 

motto in my life. 

During the camp, I 

tried to put it into 

practice as best I 

could. And I learned 

a lot. In some mo-
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ments I wasn't quite there.  I learned not to get stuck in my an-

ger, but to do it differently next time! What I especially took 

with me was to listen attentively and to empty myself inwardly 

to have room for the feelings of others. In this way I can under-

stand the other person better and deeper..."  

     Clara from Austria 

 

“The sky has 

touched Slove-

nia. We have felt 

the Holy Spirit! I 

do not have 

enough words to 

describe all my 

feelings during 

the camp. To use 

a picture, I felt a great light shining over everything we did. That 

was the presence of the Holy Spirit." - "On Sunday we had a 

very nice mass and then we had a picnic. After the Holy Mass 

we also had an exchange about the past days. It was so nice to 

hear from every-

one what was 

going on in their 

hearts. We en-

joyed being to-

gether so much 

that we stayed 

together until 9 
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pm. We started the days as volunteer individuals and we be-

came a lively group. Bridges have been built! "go4peace - build-

ing bridges!" Each of them said they wanted to join us next year, 

also willing to help organize." 

     Mihaela from Slovenia 

 

"This year's camp was a challenge, but ALL TOGETHER we made 

it. We were inspired by the fruits of the previous go4peace 

camps. (...) With some young people we were able to run a 

small go4peace camp in Tirana. It was the first time for us to 

organize such a 

camp. In the be-

ginning I was a 

little bit restless. 

We gave every-

thing we had and 

everything we 

could to bring 

the spirit of 

peace to some 

children who live 

in difficult situations in our city. The work with the young chil-

dren and the time we spent with them became a blessing for us 

as well. I really felt the presence of Jesus among us, and the fire 

that is kindled in our hearts continues to burn. To see all 

go4peace members united and to promote this way of living 

gives me hope and I know that we all live in a spirit of peace and 

love. This was an impressive experience for me. After all, the 
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situation created by Corona has allowed us to continue to ex-

pand and make go4peace even stronger." 

    Elona from Tirana / Albania 

 

"The virus that separated us made us stronger, and that 

strength helped us 

move forward and help 

the needy in our coun-

tries. My sister and I 

managed to build a 

small Go4peace camp 

in Tirana. One of the 

workshops we led was 

"animation4children". 

These children lived in 

a small village near Ti-

rana. To be honest, I 

knew nothing about this village, I just felt the urge to meet the 

children. When we went there, we learned that they had not 

had any visits for more than four months. No one was inter-

ested in them, no one wanted to know if they were well or ill or 

even if they were sick. Being there was like a light in the middle 

of the darkness for the children. They were light for us too! 

They taught us to open our heart more and more. " 

    Emi from Albania / Tirana 

 

Of course, the last Internet meeting in the evening was a high-

light, even if only after technical difficulties. Our computers 
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were simply not designed for 

the enormous computing 

power. Nevertheless, it suc-

ceeded. Let go - let it happen! 

Besides many fruits and future 

ideas, the song go4peace of the 

Kamen group came into view: It 

was premiered, a catchy tune 

for the 175 participants of the 

camp, which made us under-

stand: The path continues, Jesus 

among His own, nourished daily 

by His Word, networked in many places in Europe. 

 

 
God is living among us 

you can feel his presence 

he is working within us 

His word is the essence. 

Gott lebt unter uns 

Du kannst seine Gegenwart spüren, 

er wirkt zwischen uns, 

sein Wort ist der Motor. 

Go for peace wherever you are go-

ing 

praise the lord with all your soul, 

All your heart and all your mind. 

Steh ein für den Frieden wo immer Du bist, 

preis  Gott mit der Kraft Deiner Seele, 

mit Deinem Herzen und Deinem Sinn. 

And the angels are singing  

and the peace bells are ringing 

and the people are going for peace 

Yeah, they go for peace. 

Und die Engel werden singen 

und die Friedensglocken erklingen, 

denn die Menschen stehen ein für den 

Frieden, 

Ja, sie gehen für den Frieden. 

 

   Kamen, 08.08.2020 - Meinolf Wacker 


